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Introduction
Viña del Mar is a resort town on Chile’s central coast with a population of about 325,000. The
city lies in a low lying valley surrounded by hills, so is vulnerable to tsunami inundation and
damage. The city has developed a tsunami evacuation plan with specified evacuation routes
that direct the population with tsunami evacuation signs to assembly points in the hills
(see www.vinadelmarchile.cl/seccion/164/informacion-evacuacion-tsunami.html). Figure 1
shows the evacuation routes in red and the assembly points by green circles.
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Figure 1. Portion of evacuation map developed by Oficina Nacional de Emergencias del
Ministerio del Interior y Seguridad Pública (ONEMI).
In this activity, the team walked the Zone 2 evacuation route to assess the potential
effectiveness of the evacuation plan by identifying different elements that may obstruct the
evacuation process. Photos of potential obstacles are found in the appendix of this report and
geocoded photos are found at http://www.eqclearinghouse.org/2015-09-16-chile/maps-andphotos/map/. The team started the activity assuming that they were tourists at the beach and
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that a seismic event had occurred that required evacuation. The team began its assessment at 8
Norte and followed the evacuation signage to simulate non-locals attempting to flee in the case
of an event.

Observations
Effective aspects of route:
•
•
•
•
•

Wide sidewalk along 8 Norte
Bike path for overflow
Plenty of signage. Sign posted at every or every other big intersection
Looked possibly well-lit
Very clear left turn sign when path changed direction (Note: sign and map pointed us in
different directions)

Negative aspects of route:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Along 8 Norte restaurants took up space on the sidewalk (only for first few blocks and
on one side of the street)
The sidewalk was often uneven
At crosswalks, parked cars were blocking the crosswalk
Lots of overhead wires that could fall in an earthquake and pose an electrocution hazard
No curb-cuts for wheel chairs or strollers; few ramps
Once the team turned onto 5 Oriente, the sidewalk was much smaller and was often
blocked by objects such as stairs, poles, kiosks, and fences
Discrepancy in evacuation route identified on map and by signage
On 11 Norte, there was no sign indicating to go uphill
No sign for assembly point
No clear area to gather – the team only found a large driveway that could possibly hold
100-200 people (~12m x 14m) and had no shelter
o There were some cars there but during other times more cars could be there
o Was an intrusion on the surrounding houses
The signs pointed the team in a much longer direction than the map indicated would be
best
On 10 Norte, there was no sign pointing the evacuatees in any direction where the
street split
There are many old trees along the route that may fall during an earthquake

Notable aspects:
•
•
•
•
•

8 Norte was a 2-way street
10 Norte was a 1-way street but the direction was towards the elevation gain
There were many horse carriages and horses in the street
On 8 Norte it didn’t seem too many additional people would flow in from the buildings
on the side
There was a university right at the spot the hill began
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•

There were also two schools, a fire station, and a retirement home along the routes

Interviews
The first person interviewed was a middle-aged local man. He was from the hills of Viña del Mar
and works near Valpariso. He was very knowledgeable about the evacuation system and even
began to explain the best route. His family has a plan in the case of an event and knows what to
do if they are at the beach. He participated in the drill. He was with his family, which included
several young adults and a small child, and he believed they are all prepared in the case of an
event. They were at home during the 2010 and 2015 earthquakes so they did not have to
evacuate and did not experience many problems so have never actually had to evacuate.
The second interview was of a family from Mendoza, Argentina. The family knew how to act in
an earthquake but had no idea what to do in a tsunami. They thought that the best practice
was to get to the road next to the beach. The team informed them to take the streets up to hills
and they seemed grateful for the information.
A school in Viña del Mar has been using vertical evacuation to a very tiny open area on the
fourth floor (which is not big enough to accommodate the approximately 1000 students)
whenever there is a tsunami drill or alert. During this program the team learned that this type
of evacuation is not officially sanctioned in Chile because buildings are not designed to resist
tsunami impact, so it is not known how they would behave in such situations. This means that
there are not defined protocols for that evacuation type at all. This is problematic because
schools should follow the official evacuation protocols for each hazard type they might
confront, rather than what they deem convenient.
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Appendix: Photos

Figure A1. Evacuation Obstruction: Bench on sidewalk

Figure A2. Evacuation Obstruction: Trashcan
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Figure A3. Sidewalk obstruction: road sign

Figure A4. Evacuation Obstruction: Car

Figure A5. Sidewalk crack that could be a trip hazard
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Figure A6. Sidewalk obstruction: steps

Figure A7. Uneven sidewalk

Figure A8. Evacuation sign
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Figure A9. Road sign: 8 Norte and Quillota

Figure A10. High-rise building for vertical evacuation

Figure A11. Sidewalk obstructions and no curb-cuts for wheel chairs
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Figure A12. University building along the route

Figure A13: meeting point, no signs

Figure A14. Interaction with local
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